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Nairn Improvement Community Enterprise
18th, November, 2010 
The Sailing Club
5.30pm


Meeting Notes

Founder Directors:	Mike Barnet:  MB,   Jimmy Ferguson:  JF,   Matthew Hilton:  MH 
			All founder directors attended the meeting.

Acting Chairman:	Jimmy Ferguson:  JF  


Attendees:
David Brownless   DB		Brian Stewart   BS   		Graham Vine    GV
Rupert Furze   RF  		Shane Rodgers   SR   		Shirley Scholes   SS
Hamish Bain   HB		Tommy Hogg   TH		D Shillabeer   DShl
A Noble   AN			Des Scholes   DS		Faye Ferguson    FF
Dick Youngson   DY		Iain Bruce   IB			John Oliver   JO
Dan Farrell   DF		John Hart   JH			Carol Clark   CC

Several residents attended the meeting.


Apologies:
Iain Fairweather


Meeting Update:      

Notes of the last meeting
JF (acting chairman) asked the group if there were any amendments to be made to the notes of the previous meeting.
JH pointed out that he was not in attendance at the previous meeting and so had been miss- quoted.  It was recognised that CC had not correctly identified the member’s voice from the recording of the previous meeting, and that this point would be rectified.
MB added that the previous notes of the meeting were an ongoing record of the newly formed group’s journey and how the process shapes the working format of the group.  As this format is less formal it was noted that any corrections to these notes would be amended at once.


*At this point JF requested that the report from the Design/Planning group (item number 5   on the agenda) could be brought forward for discussion.  This was to allow SR to leave the meeting earlier in order to attend a previously arranged engagement.*


Policy Discussion – Publication of correspondence & similar
Unfortunately due to a difference of opinion concerning the publication of correspondence sent to the group. It is with regret that Mrs Loreine Thomson has withdrawn her involvement with the group.   The group reiterated that this was most unfortunate at this early stage in the formation of the group.  We all hoped that with further explanation and discussion that Loreine may reconsider her position with us.

JF brought the groups attention for the need for company policies and guidelines being introduce in order to prevent this type of situation from happening again within the group.  This would provide a safe environment which would encourage open debate and opinions being aired which then promotes democracy within the group, and if necessary a majority vote can be taken.

However the group is also aware of the need to respect the confidences of those we as a group are in contact with whilst ensuring members are kept up to date and the community informed.  It was thought that consent for permission for the publication of such material would be sought from the originator.

JF and the directors agreed that the group will continue to make as much information as possible via its website and through other media.

BS to work and provide the basis of requirements and areas to be considered within the formation and the introduction of our working policies/guidelines.

 
Sandy Park’s letter – extension of deadline – how to respond
The group received a letter from Sandy Park in response to correspondence sent to him by NICE in order to ask for a longer consultation period; this information was then sent by email to all members to keep them fully updated.  JF took the decision for the benefit of the group not to proceed with this correspondence being immediately available and posted on our web site at this crucial early stage of the formation of the group, and our future development in the coming weeks.  The main reason for this decision having to be taken is in order for the development of such 
policies, which then require to be fully discussed, agreed upon by members, and then introduced into the working guidelines of the group. 
An extension to the consultation period was agreed by Highland Council and they have extended the deadline to 1st, February, 2011.  The group fully appreciate this outcome. 

Secretariat Group Report
MB reported that he was in the process of opening a Royal Bank of Scotland bank account for the group.
He has also sent a letter of thanks to Sandy Park for his quick response to our letter.
MB also went on to ask the question and open up discussion of “who should be one of the 6 possible directors of the group?”

It was agreed that future directors should be skilled based, as ultimately they are taking on any responsibilities of the group. This then leads the group to question “what skills does the group require??”
It was thought that any elected Councillor or Community Councillor would not become a director, so as not to put them into a compromising position or to prevent a conflict of interest.
The group also thought that it would be a good idea if a youth member could be- come involved with the group, and it was suggested that this possibility could be brought up at the next ward forum.  
Discussion continued and it was hoped that at some time in the future a representative from Highland Council may be able to work and advise the group. 
Design/Planning Group Report
SR led the group into discussion on the progression of the design/planning group since the last meeting.  The group had several meetings during this period in order to produce a design/plan drawing on the basis of all the information currently available and the general ideas being suggested for the regeneration of this town centre site.

SR went on to explain that this process would be the initial basis the group has come about to promote open debate and to incorporate the groups thought’s on all the general ideas being brought forward that has to be considered in the planning of the town centre development.
The design drawing was displayed and made available for members to be able to discuss key areas of the plan





Key areas incorporated is as follows:
Starting with the main town centre site, this whole identified area was outlined in black and was also extended slightly to include the old Regal Cinema, which is attached to the rear of the Regal Bar.
Future aspiration for the regeneration could also include the future development options for the Bus Station and possibly the stable block.
The design team worked to incorporate and rationalise traffic concerns on this stretch of road (A96) which is a trunk road.  Particularly traffic flow both in and out of the bus station and car parking facilities leading from junctions already in place on King Street.
The design group highlighted all road accesses on this section of road and identified 9/10 existing accesses leading to other various areas of the town.  The group went on to explain that this could be simplified and incorporated in to future development by closing some of these access roads and create new access to the area and introduce more efficient traffic management systems.

In Order To
Simplify traffic management in the future.
Try to create a through route from the Community Centre to the High Street.
Create a visual link by drawing the eyes attention to the Town Clock, which provides a nice vista.
Incorporate a small civic/open area that could be used as a meeting place.
Introduce outline areas of landscaping to create zones within the design.
Make use of the Old Police Station as this is a listed building by incorporating new facilities here, would then draw people on to the High Street.
Create bus lay by’s on King Street which would direct pedestrians either directly to the town centre or to the civic buildings opposite.
Introduce new traffic access and management by having road access behind Falconers Lane etc; and incorporating dual purpose road surface with no or less traffic markings/directions to increase driver awareness of other users and pedestrians.
Land directly behind D.E. Shoes retail shop could be considered for the development of one or two small retail outlets to link whole area.
Proposal of a small landscaped area where the existing Regal Bar is situated.  As this is considered to be a prominent area in the approach to the town a statue may also be situated here and could be linked to the Art Deco period of the old cinema building if that was to remain in the new plan.


Action
Members currently do not have any direct feed- back from the ideas group but hope that this will now start shortly as suggestion forms have been made widely available in the town.  The group will start to incorporate these ideas into the design plan.

The group went on to discuss what Site parking would be available and how it could be incorporated in to the plan.  D Shl provided the group with a historical aerial view of the site and had noted that currently there are 205 available parking spaces available for use within the area.  SR added that 195 parking spaces had been identified already in the plan but further areas may be specified for this use whilst incorporating new ideas and feedback.

However he went on to explain that the area was confined to certain limits and that careful consideration would be required to get the balance between creating open space, landscape areas, residential options and parking in order to achieve better use of the space and recognise the full potential of the area.
Design and Planning continued:

GV asked SR to clarify if the library’s car parking facilities had been included in the new design.  SR replied that the design group had thought that historically that area had been used for parking, and so was under the presumption that it would continue to be used in this way.

JF asked the design/planning group if an area had been specified for the use of visiting coaches to the town.  The design team replied that this had not been addressed at this time in the plan as in their opinion this facility would take too much space (which is already very limited) in a town centre location.

SS informed the group that visiting coach parties often dropped their passengers near to the town centre.  Then park at the Links car park as an allocated meeting point. 

GV went on to question the design and planning team if there was a genuine requirement for residential facilities being incorporated into the design.

SR went on to say that he thought that current market forces would dictate what development would take place.  He added that any new buildings could have retail units on the ground floor and levels 1 and 2 could be used for either residential or office use.

JH questioned (dependant on market forces) if there was any leverage to ensure and also encourage proprietors of buildings positioned on the high street, or near town centre, to maintain or improve the condition of their property.  As this does affect the visual and commercial aspects of the town.  Members thought that some type of grant’s or benefits (tax relief) may be available to enable owners to have future maintenance and improvements carried out

BS highlighted the previous suggestion that existing upper levels of buildings in the town centre could be better utilised in order to create and provide other possible residential options with the proposed town centre development.  The Highland Hotel, The old Ballerina Ballroom, and the Mackintosh building where the most obvious buildings that could fall into this category.  The group went on to discus that parking within these areas maybe an issue, but SR explained that a lot of town centre residential developments are for residents that have chosen not to own a car, and so wish to live near the facilities and services the area provides for convenience and life style.  

The availability or relocation of public toilets was discussed briefly and it was suggested that this provision could be provided within any new retail areas and so be incorporated into the design.

Ideas Group Report
MH led the Ideas group’s report on the work that had been achieved since the last meeting.  The group was shown the material the group had produced concerning suggestion/ideas forms and posters that had been made available for residents to take part and become involved in this community project.  It was reported back to the group that this information was now available in many outlets around the town, and that the group was very aware and pleased at the support and response shown by the community, by taking part. 

The group are currently working on producing membership forms and are in the process of arranging a stand/stall, at a location on the High Street to engage with the residents of the town.  This will enable further information being made available and the public aware of the group. 

Action:	  Stand/Stall date to be confirmed – will be held on a Saturday
	  Volunteers required,   probably working on a rota basis   

Dates for your Diary	December the 6th, 2010 – response deadline
December the 9th, 2010 – Working group to discuss public response/ result
			December the 16th, 2010 – Present analysis of results




Chair Group Report
summarised the groups progressing since the last meeting, and was pleased with the achievements all the groups have made.
He went on to summarise other areas of possible future development as follows:
	Town Centre Draft – zone 1

Adjacent Areas – zone 2
Nairn Wider Plan – zone 3

Site Research Report
DB continues to work on gaining further information on this subject with most of the current owners of land within the area being considered for redevelopment being indentified.  He is waiting on further information concerning the RBS grounds and parking bays on this site.

Website Group Report
DS reported back to the group on behalf of the website group.  He reported that the site was going to plan and people were responding to it.  Then went on to tell us that there is a new Face Book page and twitter facilities.
He informed all the working groups that sub-pages were now available and they can forward updates for these groups on their progression.  This will keep information informative and the community aware of what we as a group are trying to achieve.

Finance Group Report
JF brought the groups attention to the idea and possibility of the site in question being bought – by a community buy out.  He explained further that this option could possibly include town centre sites as it has been applied to other sites such as estates.   The group was told that all council owned property could be bought out and so be owned by the community.  The group agreed that this option could be looked at in more detail and all options fully explored.
Other possibilities are also being looked at by the group, further information to follow.

Public Relations Group Report
BS told the group that careful planning and strategic decisions were required within public relations, and would have to be integrated with all forms of media, whether a press release or posted on to our web site. In order to cover different angles on what the group is working to achieve, he has made himself available to work with any of the other sub groups to work on material for release.



Representation at Meeting on 22nd, November
Several members of the group have put their names forward in order to attend this meeting.
Venue: The Courthouse at 7.00pm.


AOB

JO submitted further ideas and plan relating to his project on a possible Charlie Chaplin/Heritage walk for the group to consider.   He described how this could be linked with Fishertown.  It was explained that a local resident through the Nairn Museum already provided historical walks around this area of the town, and that this could provide a tourist link following on to the High Street and town centre.  



Next meeting date and venue

The next meeting will be held on the 25th, November, 2010 @the Sailing Club, 5.30pm.



 

